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Homogenization and polarization of the seasonal water discharge of global rivers
in response to climatic and anthropogenic effects

Abstract: We investigate global trends in seasonal water discharge using data from 5668 hydrological stations in catchments whose total drainage area accounts for 2/3 of the Earth’s total land area. Homogenization of water discharge, which occurs when the gap in water discharge between dry and flood seasons shrinks significantly, affects catchments occupying 2/5 of the total land area, and is mainly concentrated in Eurasia and North America. In contrast, polarization of water discharge associated with widening of the gap in water discharge between dry and flood seasons, occurs in catchments covering 1/6 of the land area, most notably in the Amazon Basin and river basins in West Africa. Considering the major climatic and anthropogenic controlling factors, i.e. precipitation (P), evaporation (E), glacial runoff (G), and dam operations (D), the world's river basins are classified as P, DEP, GEP, and EP types. Contributions from each controlling factor to either the homogenization or polarization of the seasonal water discharge for each type of river have been analyzed. We found that homogenization of discharge is dominated by dam operations in GDEP and DEP river basins (contributing 48% and 64%) and by homogenized precipitation in GEP and EP river basins. Evaporation and precipitation are primary factors behind the polarization of discharge, contributing 56% and 41.2%. This study provides a basis for a possible decision tool for controlling drought/flood disasters and for assessing and preventing ecological damage in endangered regions.
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1. Introduction

The world’s rivers carry 40% of precipitation as runoff from land, and 95% of sediment to oceans, linking together the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere (Walling, 2006; Gerten et al., 2008). Recent climate change and human activities have greatly altered seasonal flows in rivers, with considerable repercussions for the frequencies of flood and drought events (Meko et al., 2007; Piao et al., 2007; Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Best, 2019). There have also been distinct impacts on the ecological environment, as evidenced by reductions in freshwater fish stocks in the US and Brazil (Poff et al., 2007; Petesse & Petrere, 2012), and changes to thermal regimes of rivers supplied by glacial and snow melt waters (Castella et al., 2001; Isenko et al., 2005; Caissie, 2006; Hari et al., 2010; Van Vliet et al., 2013; Cardenas et al., 2014 Mellor et al., 2017). Furthermore, it has been assessed by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that flood and drought events will be more frequent and severe in the future (Ahn et al., 2018).

Accelerating climate change can alter river flow allocation during dry and flood seasons (Chai et al., 2019a; Chai et al., 2019b). Researchers have suggested that changing precipitation and evaporation patterns have led to flood seasons getting wetter (0.94±0.20 mm d\(^{-1}\) per century), and dry seasons getting drier (-0.53±0.10 mm d\(^{-1}\) per century) (Wentz et al., 2007; Chou & Lan, 2012; Chou et al., 2013; Asadieh & Krakauer, 2015; Murray-Tortarolo et al., 2016) (see Fig. 1a). In contrast, glaciers have melted earlier than before due to increased temperature. Consequently, stream flows have tended to increase in dry seasons and decrease in flood seasons (Fig. 1b), particularly in rivers sustained primarily through snow-melting (Barnett et al., 2005; Li et al., 2008; Huss, 2011; Gan et al., 2015).

Human disturbance also alters the seasonal water discharge of rivers (Zhang & Lu,
2009; Grafton et al., 2013). Dam construction is perhaps the most widely distributed form of human activity affecting rivers over the past decades. By 2010, the total number of the world’s large dams (higher than 15 m) reached more than 50,000, with a total capacity of 7000–8300 km³ (Lehner et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015; Tilt & Gerkey, 2016).

In flood seasons, the river flow is usually stored in the dam reservoir to prevent or alleviate flooding downstream, whereas in dry seasons water is released to meet navigation, water supply, and electricity generation needs (Arheimer et al., 2017; Bormann et al., 2011). Taking for instance the largest hydraulic structure in China, the Three Gorges Dam, located in the Yangtze River, the water volume stored during the flood season in 2011 was up to $17 \times 10^9$ m³, while that released during the dry season was up to $15 \times 10^9$ m³ (Chai et al., 2019a). Increased regulation of water flow by dams has thus progressively narrowed the gap in stream flow between flood and dry seasons (Fig. 1c).

Under the widespread impacts of climatic and anthropogenic factors, variations in intra-year patterns of water discharge have become more complex at global scale. To date however, researchers have tended to focus on particular rivers (Dai et al., 2008; Kundzewicz et al., 2015; Ogden et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2010). A notable exception is the study by Poff et al. (2007) of the distribution of intra-year water discharge in rivers at large scale (i.e. across the south of the United States). Even so, a comprehensive understanding of the quantitative impacts of major climatic and anthropogenic factors on seasonal flow patterns in global rivers has yet to be fully developed.

In this paper, we attempt to reveal the global patterns of the intra-year distribution of water discharge observed at 5668 hydrological stations, which monitor discharges from catchments occupying 66.1% of the Earth's total land surface area. To reflect the impacts of major climatic and anthropogenic factors, such as premature glacial melting...
(G), dam operations (D), evaporation (E), and precipitation (P), we classify global river basins into four categories: GDEP (under the impacts of G, D, E, P factors, similarly hereinafter), DEP, GEP, and EP river basins. Based on testable hypothesis (see Data and Methods), separate contributions of each factor to either homogenization or polarization of water discharge for each category of river basin are estimated and interpreted.

2. Data and Methods

2.1 Data sources

Time series of daily and monthly discharges at 5668 hydrological stations in 3550 rivers were obtained from the Global Runoff Data Centre (https://www.cuahsi.org/data-models/portals/global-runoff-data-centre). 937 of the considered rivers (26.4%) have at least 2 gauging stations on them. The collected river basins occupy about 66% of the Earth’s land area (Fig. S1a). Each of the watershed areas of these global rivers is larger than 2118 km². Of the rivers considered, 44 and 19 were in the world’s top 50 and 20 largest rivers. To determine a statistically acceptable variation trend in seasonal runoff, only long-term series of discharge data were used, commencing in 1861 and ending in 2018 (all years are calendar years). For the global distribution of hydrological stations, 74.2% (4205 stations), 45.1% (2555 stations), 23.6% (1339 stations), 12.5% (708 stations) provided data exceeding 20, 40, 60, and 80 years respectively. Sufficient data series were available in both space and time to reveal the hydrological regimes of seasonal runoff at global scale.

To assess the effect of disturbance from human activities on seasonal differences in
runoff, records concerning 4622 dams in the study area were extracted from the Global
Reservoirs and Dams database (GRanD, http://globaldamwatch.org/grand/) (Fig.
S1b&c). The cumulative storage capacity of these dams is up to 5422 km$^3$, covering
about 65–77% of the world’s total storage capacity of large dams.

To explore the relationship between climate variation trend and seasonal runoff, daily
climatological data on precipitation, temperature, and potential evapotranspiration
during the period from 1901 to 2017, were gathered from the Climatic Research Unit
(CRU, http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/). The dataset covers the Earth’s land surface at a
spatial resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°.

2.2 Classification of global rivers

Based on the geographical location of river dams, the Earth’s land surface can be
divided into watersheds with and without dam operations, accounting for 72.1% and
27.9% of the study area (Fig. 1d). Regions containing glaciers or where the percentage
of snow precipitation exceeds 20% are commonly regarded as snow melt-dominated
(Barnett et al., 2005). Similarly, the entire research area can also be divided into river
basins with (46.7% of the total area) and without glacier-melting (53.3% of the total
area) as shown in Fig. 1d. Using this approach the global rivers are categorized into
GDEP, GEP, DEP and EP types (Fig. 1e).

2.3 Division of dry and flood seasons

To reveal the seasonal hydrological regimes, each calendar year is divided into two
mutually exclusive dry and flood seasons. The flood season is taken to be the period
when the stream flow in rivers shows a periodically increasing trend (Lei et al., 2017). Based on this hypothesis, the six consecutive months with the highest sum of runoff are categorized as the flood season, the remaining six months constitute the dry season. For example, the dry season extends from June to November in the Amazon River Basin (Zemp et al., 2017); the flood season of the Yangtze River lasts from May to October (Gemmer et al., 2008).

2.4 Trend analysis of normalized seasonal water discharge, precipitation, evaporation and glacial runoff

To examine different allocation regimes of seasonal water discharge, precipitation, evaporation, and glacial runoff between dry and flood seasons, a normalization method was applied, converting the data series of the dry or flood season into dimensionless values through division by the total annual values (He et al., 2002). Hence, changes in normalized values between the two seasons in different years reflect the adjustment of seasonal characteristics with time. Similarly, the data series of precipitation, potential evaporation, and glacial runoff of the global watersheds were also normalized in order to explore the mechanisms behind the redistribution of seasonal runoff in more detail.

We applied an improved Mann-Kendall method, the Mann-Kendall trend test with trend-free pre-whitening (TFPW-MK) method, to analyze variation trends in normalized river flow, precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, and glacial runoff in dry seasons, under the hypothesis that the climatic series are stochastically independent (Su et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019).
2.5 Calculation of precipitation, evaporation, temperature and glacial runoff for each basin

The Thiessen Polygon Method (Liu et al., 2012; Barbulescu, 2015; Su et al., 2018) was used to calculate the spatially averaged daily precipitation, potential evaporation, and temperature of each watershed during the period from 1901 to 2017.

Glacier-dominated river basins (Fig. S2) are defined as basins either with glaciers or where the snow fraction in precipitation is larger than 20% (Arheimer et al., 2017). We used the well-established Degree-Day Model that relates air temperature to snow and glacier melt rate to estimate glacial runoff (Ohmura, 2001; Hock, 2003; Zhang et al., 2012; Seguinot, 2013). Despite its simplicity, the Degree-Day Model has proved very accurate at representing melt behavior, often outperforming energy-balance models at catchment scale (US Army Corps of Engineers, 1971; WMO, 1986; Zhang et al., 2006). The model equations for calculating the daily glacial runoff are as follows:

\[
M(i)=\begin{cases} 
\text{DDF} \cdot (T(i)-T_T) & T(i)>T_T \\
0 & T(i)\leq T_T
\end{cases}
\]

where \(M(i)\) is the glacial runoff on the \(i\)-th day (mm); \(DDF\) is the degree-day factor (mm.°C⁻¹), which is basin-specific; \(T(i)\) is the average air temperature in the \(i\)-th day (°C); and \(T_T\) is the critical temperature of melting (generally selected as 0 °C). Thus, the normalized glacial runoff, which is determined as the percentage of glacial runoff in flood or dry seasons, can be calculated as:
where $M_N$ is the normalized glacial runoff in flood or dry seasons; $M_{F/D}$ is the glacial runoff in flood or dry season; $M_T$ and is the annual total glacial runoff. It should be noted from Eq. (1) that $M(i)/DDF$ only depends on $T(i)$ and $T_T$, which means $M_N$ is also temperature-dependent, and so is sensitive to the accuracy of temperature observations. According to Akhtar et al. (2009), uncertainty of temperature data in this study is 0.5-1.3 °C, implying an error of 3.0-7.7% in the calculation of glacial runoff.

### 2.6 Assessing the Degree of Regulation (DOR)

It is commonly assumed that the larger the cumulative storage capacity of a dam, the greater is its impact on redistribution of seasonal runoff. We therefore selected the Degree of Regulation (DOR) index to reflect the potential impact of dam operations on downstream seasonal river flows (Arheimer et al., 2017; Lehner et al., 2011; Grill et al., 2014). The DOR index is equal to the cumulative dam storage capacity of a sub-region divided by the average annual runoff of this sub-region (Eq. 3).

$$DOR = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} v(i)}{R}$$

where $n$ is the number of dams in the sub-region; $v(i)$ is the storage capacity of the $i$-th dam (km$^3$); and $R$ is the average annual runoff of the sub-region (km$^3$).
Under the hypothesis that the explaining variables are not linearly related with each other, stepwise regression was performed to assess the relative contributions by key factors to changes in seasonal water discharge. Stepwise regression is a method of fitting regression models that involves starting with only one variable in the model. By testing the addition of each new variable using a model fit criterion, only those variables whose inclusion produce the most statistically significant improvement of the fit, are included. The process is repeated until no other variable improves the model significantly. After the stepwise regression analysis, the standardized regression coefficients that represented the relative size of the effects of different variables (Kaufman, 1996; Kim, 2011) were then used to calculate the contributions of precipitation, evaporation, glacial runoff, and dam operations to the changed allocation of water discharge between dry and flood seasons for each river basin. The higher the value of standardized coefficient of a controlling factor, the more significant the factor’s effect. Thus the contributions of changes in precipitation, evaporation, glacial runoff, and dam operation to the allocation changes of the seasonal runoff between dry and flood seasons, $R_p$, $R_e$, $R_g$ and $R_d$, were calculated from:

\[ R_p = \frac{b_p}{b_p + b_e + b_g + b_d} \]  

\[ R_e = \frac{b_e}{b_p + b_e + b_g + b_d} \]  

(4) \hspace{1cm} (5)
\[ R_g = \frac{b_g}{b_h + b_e + b_g + b_d} \]  
\[ R_d = \frac{b_d}{b_h + b_e + b_g + b_d} \]  
\(\text{where } b_p, b_e, b_g \text{ and } b_d \text{ are the standardized coefficients of precipitation, evaporation, glacial runoff, and dam operation.}\)

3. Results

3.1 Distribution of GDEP, DEP, GEP, and EP river basins

The accumulated catchment areas of GDEP and DEP accounted for 38.6% and 33.5% of the study area (Fig. 1e), indicating that the majority of global river basins were affected by dam operations. By comparison, the areas of EP and GEP had very values of \(1735.4 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2 (19.7\%)\) and \(722.4 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2 (8.2\%)\), respectively. Among the world’s top 20 rivers, most are GDEP rivers, but none is a GEP river (Table S1). It is interesting to note that all GDEP and GEP river basins are situated in the Northern Hemisphere, implying that the impact of glacial melting seldom extends to the Southern Hemisphere.

At continental scale, the GDEP river basins are widely distributed in Asia \((1868.5 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2)\), North America \((1102.5 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2)\), and Eastern Europe \((376.7 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2)\), whereas DEP and EP river basins are mainly located in Western Europe, South America, Africa and Oceania. By contrast, the GEP rivers are very near to the Arctic Circle (Fig. 1e).
3.2 Homogenization and polarization of intra-year discharges

Fig. S3 shows an obvious spatial heterogeneity in the division between dry and flood season periods at each station. In the Northern Hemisphere, the dry season mostly occurs from October to March (21.6%) and from November to April (31.4%), whereas the dry season in the Southern Hemisphere is taken to be primarily from May to October (15.8%) and from June to November (33.3%).

When the water discharges in dry and flood seasons were transformed into normalized values at each station, it is found that the normalized discharge in the dry season increased at 22.7% of the hydrological stations (1287 stations) with confidence level exceeding 90% (Fig. 2a, and see details in Figs. S4), remarkably narrowing the gap in water discharge between dry and flood seasons; we call this water discharge homogenization. Discharges from 26.2% of the stations in Northern Hemisphere and from 12.3% of the stations in the Southern Hemisphere have been homogenized. High percentages of stations with homogenized water discharge occur in North America (34.1%), Asia (24.9%), and Europe (18.8%), whereas low percentages with homogenized water discharge appear in South America (14.1%), Oceania (13.7%), and Africa 10.8%). An opposite trend occurred at 8.3% of the hydrological stations (470 stations), where the gap in water discharge increased between dry and flood seasons (which we call water discharge polarization). No obvious variation or trends were evident at the remaining hydrological stations. In contrast, discharges from 6.0% of the stations in Northern Hemisphere and from 15.3% of the stations in the Southern Hemisphere have been polarized. High percentages of stations with polarized water discharge occur in Oceania (17.6%), South America (15.3%), and Africa (14.8%), whereas low percentages with polarized water
discharge appear in Europe (8.1%), Asia (5.1%), and North America (4.7%).

To determine whether an independent basin (defined as one that is hydrologically independent and is not contained by any others considered in the study) has been experiencing water discharge homogenization or polarization, we select the intra-year water discharge observed at the hydrological station located at (or nearest to) the estuary as representative of the overall trend in the basin. From the resulting values, we find that water discharge homogenization has occurred in 181 of the 314 independent basins examined, occupying up to 62.6% (5513.4×10^4 km^2) of the total area studied, whereas water discharge polarization was experienced by 39 independent basins covering 25.6% of the total area studied (Fig. 2f). Noting that the lengths of water discharge series observed at the end hydrological stations of each basin are different, we can also analyze the temporal characteristics of water discharge homogenization or polarization. In the period preceding 1980, only 25.0% of the total study area experienced water discharge homogenization, being mainly scattered in North America and West Asia (Fig. 2b). However, considerable areas of East Asia, Europe, Africa, and South America began to experience water discharge homogenization by the end of the 1980s, with the area affected having spread to 51.9% of the total study area (Fig. 2c). Meanwhile, water discharge polarization gradually appeared in West Africa, South America, and Central Australia from the 1980s to 2000s (Figs. 2c, d and e).

It should be noted that homogenization of water discharge occurred in 13 of the top 20 world largest river basins, including the Nile, Mississippi, Ob, Paraná, Yenisei, Lena, Tamanrasset, Yangtze, Amur, Mackenzie, Ganges, Volga, and Zambezi. For example, the Mississippi River (Vicksburg station) experienced a 13.2% increase in multi-year average percentage of normalized discharge in dry seasons during 1960–
1989 in comparison to that in 1932–1959, and further rose by 17.4% during 1990–2017. However, only six of the top 20 world’s largest river basins, the Amazon, Zaire, Niger, Lake Chad, Great Artesian, and Indus, exhibited polarization of water discharge. Taking the Snake River (Neeley station) as an example, the normalized discharge in the dry season reduced markedly over time, with average percentages during periods of 1951–1980 and 1981–2016 falling by 17.5% and 39.2% compared to 1908–1950. As the longest river basin in the world, the Nile, a typical DEP river basin, began to exhibit water discharge homogenization during the 1980s. Certain major glacier-sourced river basins, classified as GDEP type, such as in the Yenisei, Lena, and Amur River basins in Russia, began to exhibit water discharge homogenization in the 1980s when a global warming trend started to be more evident (Hu et al., 2019). Also belonging to the GDEP type, the Yangtze River basin, which contains the largest number of dams of any basin in the world, started to show a water discharge homogenization trend during the 1990s. At about the same time, polarization of water discharge started to occur in the Amazon River basin, an EP basin carrying the largest discharge in the world. In the 2000s, the water discharge polarization began to prevail in the Zaire River basin, a more typical representative of an EP basin.

3.3 Co-varying trends in the natural factors and water discharge

Natural factors which may influence the intra-year distribution of water discharge, such as precipitation, evaporation, and glacial runoff, are also experiencing homogenization or polarization trends in certain areas of the world. Fig. 3a shows that the gap in precipitation between dry and flood seasons significantly narrowed in 20.4% of the study area and widened in 10.5% of the study area. As shown in Fig. S5 and Table S2, areas with homogenized precipitation in Asia, North
America, Africa, Europe, South America, and Oceania accounted for 9.5%, 6.3%, 2.5%, 1.3%, 0.2%, and 0.0% of the study area respectively, while those with polarized precipitation only covered 1.3%, 1.3%, 0.0%, 0.03%, 7.3%, and 0.0% of the study area in the above continents. Among the world’s top 20 largest rivers, the gap in seasonal precipitation between dry and flood seasons narrowed significantly in the Nile, Ob, Yenisei, and Amur River basins, while that in the Amazon and Tamanrasett river basins grew. We also found in the inset histogram of Fig. 3a that 16.4–32.6% and 14.3–44.6% of the drainage areas characterized by homogenization and polarization of seasonal water discharge, respectively, also experienced identical trends in seasonal precipitation, implying that precipitation might be a primary factor influencing the intra-year distribution of water discharge in these regions.

Figure. 3b shows that the gap in seasonal evaporation between dry and flood seasons became enlarged in the 17.6% of the study area, but shrank in 70 basins (12.9% of the study area). As displayed in Fig. S6 and Table S3, areas with homogenized evaporation were most widely distributed in Africa, Asia, and North America, covering 7.0%, 5.8%, and 2.3% of the study area, and merely 1.2%, 0.2%, and 0.1% of the study area in South America, Oceania, and Europe. Most regions with polarized evaporation were scattered in North America, Europe, and Asia, representing 7.4%, 2.0%, and 1.4% of the study area, whereas only 0.9%, 0.0%, and 0.0% of the study area experienced polarized trends in evaporation in South America, Oceania, and Africa. Among the world’s top 20 largest river basins, the Zaire, Ob, Niger, and Amur all exhibited significant polarization trends in normalized...
evaporation with a confidence level > 95%, whereas normalized evaporation in the Mississippi and Mackenzie River basins was obviously homogenized. Noting that the direction of water transfer during evaporation is opposite to that during precipitation, variations in evaporation lead to opposite effects on the seasonal river discharge compared with the impacts of precipitation. In other words, polarized evaporation and homogenized precipitation contribute to the homogenization of water discharge, and conversely homogenized evaporation and polarized precipitation lead to polarization of water discharge. The inset histogram of Fig. 3b summarizes the co-varying trends in polarized evaporation and homogenized water discharge, as well as the co-varying trends in homogenized evaporation and polarized water discharge. It indicates that 17.1% and 28.9% of the total area characterized by homogenization and polarization of water discharge experienced opposite trends in seasonal evaporation.

We applied a degree-day model to estimate the glacial runoff in basins supplied mainly by glacial or snow melt water, and found that the difference in allocation of glacial runoff between dry and flood seasons narrowed in most drainage areas (Fig. 3c, and see details in Fig. S7 and Table S4), covering 5.6% of the total study area \((494.9 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2)\). Most of these river basins \((463.9 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2)\) also experienced homogenization of water discharge. It can also be inferred from the inset histogram in Fig 3c that the impact of premature glacial melting on the homogenization of water discharge became increasingly obvious as time progressed. By contrast, the gap in glacial runoff between the dry and flood seasons grew in only 8 river basins (an example being the Mississippi River basin) whose area occupied about 4.2% \((371.2 \times 10^4 \text{ km}^2)\).
km²) of the total study area. However, none of these basins exhibited polarization in water discharge.

3.4 Co-distribution of dam construction and intra-year water discharge trends

In terms of human interference to global rivers, reservoir operations have perhaps the largest impact. In recent years, many very large dams have been constructed along major rivers to meet human needs for energy, flood prevention, shipping, irrigation, and recreation. Here we adopt the degree of regulation (DOR), defined as the ratio of the cumulative storage capacity to annual runoff, to further investigate the impact of dams on seasonal homogenization of water discharge. A high value of DOR implies that dam operations are having a significant effect on the hydrological regime. Fig. 3d indicates that 195 of the 314 basins have been significantly regulated by dams (i.e. where DOR ≥ 2%) (Nilsson et al., 2005). For 95 basins, DOR exceeds 50%, and their overall area accounts for 37.5% of the total study area. At continental scale, Asia, North America, and Europe experienced the greatest, second greatest, and third greatest effects of dam operations on river flow with 16.2%, 5.1%, and 3.2% of the study area having a DOR that was larger than 2% respectively. By contrast, only 2.8%, 2.3%, and 0.1% of the study area located in Africa, South America, and Oceania had high DOR (> 2%) (see details in Fig. S8 and Table S5). The inset histogram in Fig. 3d shows that 91.0% of the drainage area exhibiting homogenization in water discharge also experienced radical dam construction, implying that the homogenization in water discharge might be closely associated to the operation of dams.
3.5 Contributions of major factors to homogenization and polarization of seasonal water discharge

Using the stepwise regression method, we found that the operation of dams was the dominant factor behind the global homogenization of seasonal water discharge in all the 181 river basins (contributing 41.9%), with homogenized precipitation, polarized evaporation, and premature glacial melting, contributing 28.0%, 21.4%, and 8.7%, respectively. In GDEP and DEP river basins, dam operations remain the major reason for the homogenization of seasonal water discharge (contributing 52–64% and 30–57%), followed by polarized evaporation (contributing 13–22% for GDEP rivers and 22–33% for DEP rivers), homogenized precipitation (contributing 13–18% and 19–48% for GDEP and DEP rivers), and premature glacial melting (contributing 7–17% in GDEP rivers) (Table 1). For example, the Yangtze river, a GDEP river that contains the world’s largest dams, has been seriously affected by dam operations, with the associated contribution to the water discharge homogenization reaching 80.8%. It should be noted that, although the Nile River basin is intensively regulated (DOR reaching 431%), the contribution of dam operations to water discharge homogenization is rather small. This is because the Aswan High Dam located on the Nile River engages a multi-year regulating scheme (El-Shafie et al., 2007). Therefore, dam operations lead to the redistribution of water discharge at the multi-year scale rather than the intra-year scale. Homogenized precipitation and polarized evaporation are found to be the primary factors behind the homogenization in water discharge of the Nile River basin, contributing 68.0% and 32.0%, respectively. For GEP river basins (Table 1), the major driving factors were premature glacial melting during the period before 1980 (85%), altering to polarized evaporation during 1980–2010 (48–69%), and changes in homogenized
precipitation in the 2010s (38%). For EP rivers (Table 1), the impact of precipitation variation on water discharge homogenization grew, with its contribution increasing from 24% in the period before 1980 to 93% by the 2010s, while the effect of variation in evaporation declined.

Among the 39 river basins (25.6% of the total study area) affected by polarization of seasonal water discharge, EP river basins occupied the largest drainage area (1495.8×10⁴ km² accounting for 66.2% of the total area characterized by polarized discharge), with GDEP, DEP, and GEP river basins taking up only 11.4%, 18.6%, and 3.8%. Homogenized evaporation and polarized precipitation were the major causal factors behind the global water discharge polarization in the 39 basins, contributing 56.0% and 41.2%, whereas polarized glacial runoff merely contributed 2.8%, and dam operations had no impact. The importance of polarized precipitation has grown with time for the GDEP, DEP and GEP river basins (Table 1). In contrast, EP river basins with water discharge polarization are increasingly affected by homogenized evaporation (Table 1). As a typical EP river, evaporation accounts for 87.3% of water discharge polarization for the Amazon Basin, which is not surprising given that evapotranspiration contributes 48 – 80% of local rainfall in this enormous basin (Salati et al., 1979; Martinelli, et al., 1996; Marengo, 2005). Detailed contributions of each factor at basin-level are given in Fig. S9, and at continental-level in Table S6.

4. Discussion

Although taking up a relatively small percentage of the global land area, river basins with polarized water discharges may have a profound effect on human welfare, by contributing more frequent floods or droughts, especially when the total annual
discharge changes. According to Li et al. (2019), 24% of the world’s large rivers have experienced significant changes in total annual water fluxes. Among those river basins, the risk of droughts will continue to increase in the Haihe River in China, and the Niger, Senegal, and Limpopo rivers in Africa, where the decrease in total annual water fluxes coincides with the polarization of intra-year discharges. By contrast, the likelihood of floods will increase in rivers with polarized discharges located around the Arctic Circle, where total discharges mostly exhibit an increasing trend. The likelihoods of both drought and flood events will increase in rivers with polarized intra-year discharge and stable total annual discharge, such as the Amazon and the Indus. Noting that changes in total water fluxes are highly dependent on variations in climatic controlling factors (Li et al., 2019), which, inter alia, are also the primary reasons behind polarization of the intra-year discharges. This implies that the characteristics of climate change generally control the occurrence of extreme discharge events in rivers. The Fifth Assessment Report by IPCC (2014) suggested that precipitation will increase around the Arctic Circle and in central Africa by 2100, enhancing flood risk in the Niger and GEP river basins. However, the climate will become progressively drier in the northern part of South America in the next 100 years, elevating the likelihood of droughts in the Amazon River basin. It should also be noted that polarization of water discharge is more prevalent in the Southern Hemisphere, raising the risks of more frequent drought and flooding events above those in the Northern Hemisphere.

Homogenization of water discharge often correlates with damage of ecological systems in aquatic environments, most notably in rivers under direct impact of glacial melting, where the thermal regime often changes as glacial runoff redistributes (Castella et al., 2001; Caissie, 2006; Hari et al., 2010). Therefore, special attention
should be given to populations of aquatic organisms sensitive to thermal conditions in GEP rivers in and around the Arctic Circle, where premature glacial melting contributes up to 30% to the homogenization of water discharge. For the homogenization of water discharge dominated by dam operations, ecological problems related to the seasonal hydrodynamic conditions of rivers are most common. For instance, as a typical GDEP river basin, the Yangtze is one of the most intensively regulated in the world. With the contribution of dam operations to the homogenized water discharge reaching over 80%, the spawning grounds for some anadromous fish in the Yangtze River were severely affected by the variation in hydrodynamic conditions (Jiao et al., 2019). Note also that homogenization of water discharge mainly occurs in the Northern Hemisphere, where conservation strategies are urgently required to maintain ecosystem diversity.

5. Conclusions

By examining trends in normalized water discharges at 5668 hydrological stations, we found that seasonal water discharge homogenization and polarization occurred in basins occupying about 40% and 17% of the World’s total land area. Dam operations made a major contribution (41.9%) to the homogenization of seasonal water discharge, followed by polarized evaporation, homogenized precipitation and premature glacial melting. Homogenized evaporation and polarized precipitation generally dominated the polarization of water discharge, contributing 56.0% and 41.2% respectively. Premature glacial runoff also had a significant effect on the seasonal water discharge homogenization and polarization, especially in GEP river basins, with contributions of 30% and 21% respectively. This study could provide a basis for a decision tool aimed at controlling drought/flood disasters, and a
methodology for assessing and preventing ecological damage in endangered regions.
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Figure Captions

**Fig. 1.** Schematic illustration of changes in seasonal water discharge caused by variations in evaporation and precipitation (a), premature glacial melting (b), and reservoir operation (c). Panels (d) and (e) present four classifications of global rivers, where E stands for evaporation, P for precipitation, D for dam operations, and G for premature glacial melting impacts.

**Fig. 2.** Spatial-temporal variation characteristics of the water discharge homogenization (HP, in blue) and polarization (PP, in red) for 314 independent river basins covering 66.1% of the Earth’s land surface (8809.2×10^4 km^2). Panel (a) displays the variation trend in normalized water discharge at 5668 hydrological stations during the dry season (checked using TFPM-MK trend test method). The remaining panels comprise distribution maps of HP and PP based on data series extending to the period before 1980 (b), by the 1980s (c), by the 1990s (d), by the 2000s (e) and by the 2010s (f). Inset pie charts in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) present the areal percentages of HP (in blue), PP (in red), and no phenomenon (in yellow) in the five periods.

**Fig. 3.** Panels (a), (b) and (c) are distribution maps showing the homogenized and polarized precipitation, evaporation, and glacial runoff (represented by the blue and red patches on the world map, respectively). Panel (d) maps the degree of regulation (DOR) index observed in the last year of the water discharge series record for each basin. The histogram insets in (a) and (c) present percentages of drainage areas showing identical trends in precipitation and glacial runoff to the trends in seasonal
water discharge during the five periods of interest (Period 1: before 1980; Period 2: by 1980s; Period 3: by 1990s; Period 4: by 2000s; Period 5: by 2010s); the histogram inset in (b) presents percentages of drainage areas showing opposite trends in evaporation to the trends in seasonal water discharge during the five periods; the histogram inset in (d) presents percentages of drainage areas experiencing both homogenization water discharge and significant regulation by dams (DOR >2%) during the five periods; the blue bars represent regions with homogenization in water discharge; the red bars represent areas with polarization in water discharge.
Table 1 Contributions of varied precipitation, evaporation, glacial runoff, and dam operations to water discharge homogenization and polarization for four types of rivers during different periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River Type</th>
<th>Homogenization</th>
<th>Polarization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before 1980s</td>
<td>By 1980s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of changes in seasonal water discharge caused by variations in evaporation and precipitation (a), premature glacial melting (b), and reservoir operation (c). Panels (d) and (e) present four classifications of global river basins, where E stands for evaporation, P for precipitation, D for dam operations, and G for premature glacial melting impacts.
Fig. 2. Spatial-temporal variation characteristics of the water discharge homogenization (HP, in blue) and polarization (PP, in red) for 314 independent river basins covering 66.1% of the Earth’s land surface (8809.2 × 10^4 km²). Panel (a) displays the variation trend in normalized water discharge at 5668 hydrological stations during the dry season (checked using TFPM-MK trend test method). The remaining panels comprise distribution maps of HP and PP based on data
series extending to the period before 1980 (b), by the 1980s (c), by the 1990s (d), by the 2000s (e) and by the 2010s (f). Inset pie charts in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) present the areal percentages of HP (in blue), PP (in red), and no phenomenon (in yellow) in the five periods.
Fig. 3. Panels (a), (b) and (c) are distribution maps showing the homogenized and polarized precipitation, evaporation, and glacial runoff (represented by the blue and red patches on the world map, respectively). Panel (d) maps the degree of regulation (DOR) index observed in the last year of the water discharge series record for each basin. The histogram insets in (a) and (c) present percentages of drainage areas showing identical trends in precipitation and glacial runoff to the trends in seasonal water discharge during the five periods of interest (Period 1: before 1980; Period 2: by 1980s; Period 3: by 1990s; Period 4: by 2000s; Period 5: by 2010s); the histogram inset in (b) presents percentages of drainage areas showing opposite trends in evaporation to the trends in seasonal water discharge during the five periods; the histogram inset in (d) presents percentages of drainage areas experiencing both homogenization water discharge and significant regulation by dams (DOR >2%) during the five periods; the blue bars represent regions with homogenization of water discharges; the red bars represent areas with polarization in water discharges.